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Dark, Sexy. Powerful. This Zodiac Dragon Series will scorch the pages.Marcus Kane is the first of

twelve.Dragon-born in the sign of Taurus he carries all the traits of the bull--the good and the

bad.He's strong-willed, unbreakable. Deadly on land and in the sky, but when Marcus falls in love,

he falls hard.He wasn't meant to fall for the wolf, Abrial. His only job was to protect those he

loves--his family.Abrial is an Alpha-born wolf. On the run from a rival pack, she will stop at nothing to

defend what's hers--every wolf--and every inch of her new found territory--and she'll break all the

rules to do it.But when the cruel Echo pack moves in ready to spill blood, Abrial comes up against

an enemy deadlier than she understands. So she turns to a stranger for help--a man who drove into

a tree to save her. A man who smells like danger, but looks at her with fire in his eyes. Marcus

Kane.Family. Honor. Love.What happens when those three collide?Who will be left standing?Who

will be left heartbroken?
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The book description seemed very promising, so did some of the better reviews. But after starting to

read this, I'm wondering if those other reviewers read a different book then me?! I just could not get

into this book to get beyond 25% of the way thru! I really wanted to quit at 15%. There was no

prologue, real back-story, or lead in, to draw you into this. It just jumps in head first into things the

reader has no clue about, leaving this reader floundering, trying to figure out what the heck was

going on! The story jumped around so much it felt awkwardly written. I felt like the book is still in

rough draft form, & needing a lot more fill in of the background info & maybe some re-arranging to

get a flow. Each page left me confused & lost at where this was going. I just could not bring myself

to care or to continue reading. Needless to say, I won't be reading the other books in this series. On

the upside, I didn't see much in the way of typos or grammar issues in the 25% I did read..

Very hard to follow. For the first book in a series it needs more explanation of the characters and

their back story. I will not bother with the rest of this series.

I found the story line confusing in this book. It's written in dual characters, which is great. But when

the transition is in a total different time line I got lost. There are a lot of characters that you meet

briefly but are totally not memorable. I had a hard time figuring out who was from the blood stone

pack or the echo pack. Who was human or other?? Some of the situations seemed random and

disjointed. There is one heck of a cliff hanger but I think I will pass on the rest of the series.

It felt like there were a lot of the over the top theatrics and the main girl was pretty helpless a lot, at

one point she couldn't even run through a forest without getting hurt.Personally I'm not a fan of

damsels in need of rescuing which isn't 100% what she is but it felt like she was that at least 60% of

the time. So if you do enjoy that I'd recommend this book but it's not my cup of tea.

I gave this 3 stars because I felt as though I had been dropped into the middle of something rather

than at the beginning. The more I read the clearer the world became. I would have preferred a

prologue or some more early emphasis on world building. Learning about the world as the story

progressed distracted from the story for me.

I wasn't impressed with this book. As others have mentioned, it jumped around a lot (at some points

I couldn't tell if I was reading the past or the present). But mostly, I disliked the H. For a dragon, he



was awfully wimpy. This definitely was no alpha male. Its as if the author wished to make the h the

alpha, not the H. Ugh. I can't stand wimpy men. The book kept referring him as "the Bloodletter" and

at one point, the characters rejoice that the bloodletter has returned. However, he did absolutely

NOTHING to earn that name! All in all, this was a very disappointing book, and I doubt I'll read any

more of the series.

I liked it but it was all just really a jumble of everything with no real story line other than the one you

come into in the middle of not sure how to explain

A dark and twisty tale from the fabulous Kim Faulks. Dragons, demons, wolves, shamans...just a bit

of everything. I am quite familiar with Kim Faulk's work and I love her dark and edgy writing style.

This book kept me turning pages until there was no more. A very engaging read with danger, twists

and turns and dragons! I had no problem following the story line. The character's are rich and in

depth. I don't have not one complaint about this book. Well except it kinda left off at a cliffhanger but

Aquarius (Book 2) is well worth the wait as well. Yes I'd recommend this book to everyone (over the

age of 18) and wouldn't change a thing about it.
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